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KNOWING GOD
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In Christ, ongoing knowing him leads to unending growing
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Context: a prayer for those “in Christ” (13-14)
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“He has rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us
into the kingdom of the Son he loves, in whom we have redemption,
the forgiveness of sins”
It involves…







INCREASING your knowing (9) Knowing is both
propositional (knowledge about) and personal (knowledge of)
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“be filled with the knowledge of His will”
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LIVING by that knowing (10) How we respond to our
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knowing determines if we keep growing
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“so that you may walk in a manner worthy of the Lord”
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“to please Him in all respects”
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“and increasing in (growing by) the knowledge of God”
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DRAWING on God’s strength (11) Ongoing growing and
supernatural living requires superhuman strength
“strengthened with all power according to His glorious night”
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